Title: Climbing Wall Staff

Job Code: OR0

Workgroup: Adventure

General Purpose of Position: To manage risk at the climbing wall while offering a positive and inclusive environment to students, RecWell members and their guests.

Responsibilities of the Position:

- Answer patron questions about the climbing wall facilities and equipment
- Enforce climbing wall rules and policies
- Consistently enforce all RecWell policies
- Assist participants in correct use of climbing wall related equipment
- Inspect climbing wall related equipment and report damage or wear to the Assistant Director for Challenge Course and Climbing Wall programs
- Responsible for setup and packing away of climbing wall equipment and check-in station
- Belay, spot, or check in patrons at the climbing wall facility as needed during shifts
- Respond to facility and medical emergencies
- As time allows during shifts, perform maintenance not limited to tightening holds, retapping climbing routes, cleaning ropes and climbing shoes, and checking landing surfaces
- Other duties as assigned

Qualifications:

- Must be currently enrolled student at the University of Maryland, College Park
- Ability to become belay certified with the RecWell Adventure Program
- Ability to work in an outdoor environment with varying conditions including heat, cold, and precipitation

Supervised by: Coordinator, Challenge Course & Climbing Wall

Starting Pay: $10.60/hour

Average Weekly Work Hours Required for this Position:

- Semester: 5 - 10 hours/week
- Summer: 10 - 20 hours/week